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FOR THE Italians l'epoca means the
1950s.lt was a period'of considerable
industrial fortune based on the plentiful
labour of the south, quiescentunions and
a natural design intuitiveness of the
Italian industríalist. L'epoca lasted from
about 1951 until 1963 as far as motorcycles were concerned, but extended in
other industries for longer or shorter
periods. For instance,Pininfarina'sDino
Ferrari of 1965 is a reasonablebenchmark for the end of 'classic'Italian cars,
although some might add Zagato'sAlfa
'68.
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During the fifties Italian factories
developed innovative answers to the
problems of valve gear, engine castings,
suspensionand brakes. But, most importantly, they paid attention to the shape,
or style, of the completemachine.Today
motorcycles have moved on. Exotic
designs are commonplace and inexpensive, and thus disposable- and perhaps
they should be.
But over the years the Italians, while
pursuing the new angle of multi-cylinder
technology, have occasionallyrelapsed.
Then a rare touch of geniushasdrawn up
a designso obviouslyof'the epoch'thatit
becomespositively embarrassingto look
at. The latest example is the 500cc
Montjuic dohc production racer from
Laverda. Before that they built the SFC,
and at about the same time Ducati gave
deliveranceto the astonishing750 SS.
These were really racers, wolves rn
sheep'sclothing, but just to one side and
not far away in performance was the
Moto Guzzi Le Mans 850 Mk 1. This
machine looked as though someonehad
seen it in a dream. It was barelv able to
stand still without appearing like a
greyhound on a tight leash, and yet it
never really reachedits ultimate. It was
quickly tourer-ized, and in America had
air filters and a soft saddle added. Some
people were lucky enough to buy the
production racer version, but even this
didn't really matchthe visualexplosionof
the original Le Mans racersfrom t97I-72.
It becameclear to me asI rode my own
Le Mans that, on another level, it
resembled greatly the Guzzi Falcone
Sport that I also owned. It plodded, yet
gave a surge of speedbacked up by that
mechanical dinosaur. the flvwheel. It
wheezed constantly through open carburettors, had a slick, if clunky, gearbox
and a frame of unerring accuracy on
corners. It was heavy perhaps, although
spritely and reliable, too. But the most
striking similarity with the Falcone was
the shape - the design or style of the
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Patrick Uden rervorkshis Mk I Le Mans in a searchfor the
essenceof Italian motorcycledesign.

The beast that lurked within the standard t50 Le Mans is reverled in all its glory.
machine. Their two silhouettes:werenot
identical, but clearlv of the same seed.
Last summer,aftér a crashwreckedthe
front and one side of mv Le Mans. I
decidedto experimenton íhis hunch that
underneath the bike lurked a more
potent and more visuallyexcitingdevice.
\Íy machine was blue', an eaïly one.
There was a mere 3,fiX) miles on the
clock in 1980when a car turned in front
of us. Five stitches fixed me, but f750
fr-omhis insurancecompanyand a f1,000
ot my own money turned a machineinto
a jewel that I believerevealsl'epocaÍrom
within the Le Mans.
It took a day of careful dismantling,
logging and boxing to reducethe Guzzi's
unscathed components to labelled
anonymity. Junked were the front forks,
one slider, the front wheel and tyte, a
rocker box and the silencersystem.The
frame was unbent, and all the cycle parts
escapeddamage apart from the cupola
fairing which was repaired. I cut all the
unnecessarytabs off the frame including
the hopelesssidestandunit.
The frame was then taken to Heston
Spray Company for a solid coat of epoxy
black. The rear swingingarm and driveshaft tunnel were done in epoxy Post
Office red, as were the two front fork
sliders. The new fork slider had been
bought from John BlanchardMotorcycles
together with a pair of Tomaselli bars to
replace the crude Guzzi originals. The
tank went to George Grou in Islington to
haveits badge'dents'removed
andfilled.
They also cut a hole for the Shaw filler

Fort sliders were sprayed red.
cap that was to be fitted into the top. A
breather was added at the front of the
tank to take a rubber tube. Then the
tank, side panels, mudguards, repaired
fairing and seatpanwere sent to Heston
Spray for a cellulose Post Office red
gloss.
The new wheel was ordered from Jack
Lilley, together with a production racing
gearbox,Imola pipes,a racingcam, new
rocker eover, two 40mm carburettors, a
deep sump and a new saddle in stitched
plastic. This last item was then given to
Graham Keeley at last year's motorcycle
show to be coveredin besthide and suede
at his factory in Worksop. He mailed it
back about six weeks later, and what a
beautiful job it was.
It took about an'hour and a half to
drop the racing cam into the engine. By

InspiraÍion camefrom the Falcone Spoí seenin the background, r product ol ltepoca.

Rear light comesfrom an ltalian Írail
bike.
standingthe engine, lessgearbox,on the
flywheel, and after removing the timing
gears and so on, it is quite easyto jiggle
the cam into its bearingswithout removing the pushrods, cam followers and
cylinders. The racing gearboxescome in
two setsof ratios, a short-circuitset and a
long-circuit cluster of the 'slip it in first or
stall' variety. I opted for the shorter
ratios in the hope that I might at least be
able to get out of secondbefore breaking
the law. It took me three goes to get
everythingright in the gearboi. The thiid
try had to be undertaken after I had
reassembledthe bike when oil started to
drip from the clutch housing owing to a
nicked oil seal.The whole bike had to be
stripped to fix it, so one useful tip I can
passon is to alwaysfill the gearbox belore
you install it into the frame.

Motorcycle electrical systems aÍe have the samecurvature to its baseasthe
always daunting, particularly modern rear mudguardof the Guzzi. It had brake
and teat light terminals so it would, I
ones,and the I-e Mans'is no exception.It
is compiled from a variety of components thought, be legal and unobtrusive. Anywhich, at a glance, seem to have come way, for Í2.50 | could afford to make a
from a rangeof obsoleteItalian cars.The mistake. It fitted and works surprisingly
rectifier and the staÍter motor are Ger- well.
The odd thing about modern Italian
man, but the wires that join them to the
rest of the harness change colour at stylists is their obsessionwith the hard
uneven (and unexpected) intervals so edge. Giving motorcycleshard cornersis,
that, for instance,where the serviceman- if you stop to consider it, a rather daft
ual says the purple wire goes to the idea. A motorcycle is supposedto fit the
starter solenoid it actually goes to the human torm. Sharp edges get scuffed
neutral selectornearby. A red wire (logi- easily and dig into shins, bottoms and
elbows.The Italians, and now the Japancally enough) goes to the solenoid.
ese, have become obsessed by these
Despite this, the harnessis not at all
'lines' that run, dart-like, from every
badly made, and can be unplugged so
that it breaks down into. three main corner of the machine over saddle,tank,
chunks. I had decided that indicators panel and fairing as though the bike's
were not of 'the epoch', so this entire function dependedon them.
It doesn't. In fact the opposite is true.
section of harnesswas stripped out and
Ironically, the Le Mans has a bit of both
junked, along with the indicators themstyling schools. The frame itself is a
selves and their switch mechanism. I
found other redundant wires in the sys- legitimate straight-tube affair with no
curvesat all. Like the frame, the tank is a
tem as well - probably from the Convert
direct descendentof the 750Sport models
model, or perhaps to fill some foreign
from 1971, with functional curves built
specification. These were also stripped
into its form for knees. The standard
out.
rubber saddle is a pure anatomical fanOne electrical feature that I really
tasy - hard, sharp and slippery. But it
hated on the Le Mans wasthe tail light. It
is about the size of a pocket taPe has one super feature. The way it folds
over the rear of the tank is a simpletouch
recorder, with reflectors, bulbs and wires
occupyingabout a fifth of the total space. of genius from both the functional and
aestheticpoints of view.
The rest is pure indulgent styling of the
The original cupola, or, as the Ameriworst nasty plastic modern Italian type.
'bikini'fairing, is pure fifties
But while dithering around the motorcanscall it,
- round, smooth, tight-fitting and wellcycle show last year I spotted a little
built, with not a hard edge in sight. The
Italian trail bike tail lamp. It appearedto
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mudguardsare, alas,of the'threepennybit' late seventieshard-edgedstyle, but
with an endearing softness at the tips
which saves them from complete ugliness.
Finally, the plastic side panels. These
are made from a totally different material
to the rest of the machine,a sort of poorquality stiff polythene with metal tabs on
the inside to clip them to the frame. I sat
and looked at theseitems for sometime.
!V!ng to Jathom out why they jarred so
badly with my senseof functión. Overall
they did a pretty good job of protecting
the electricsand battery, but the way thé
carburettors hid behiná them to gulp
-of- air
from within the dark recesses
the
frame didn't reflect the machine'simage.
The fluted mouldings on the panéls
seemed to suggest that something was
going on inside, so I decided to fretsaw
the flutes out and revealthe'gulped-air'
idea to the outside world. I think it works
w_ell,restoring the functional appearance
of theseparts and emphasisingthe 40mm
carburettors with their 'works' BMW
bellmouths.
Guzzi's love affair with matt black
paint is used to full effect on the Le
Mans, sharpening the lines hiding the
curve of the tank and giving unity to a
hybrid of components that clearly lean
back into the past rather than forward
into the seventies. My choice of red
cellulosetipped the scaiesback into the
fifties, and now the machine has a lean
integrity, which does not come from
styling buÍ from each component being
clearly delineated, its function clear and
unsullied by matt paint or stick-on pinstnpes.
I admit that the Shaw aircraft filler-cap
on the tank is definitely not of the fifties,
or even Italian, but somehowit works as
a feature, reflecting perhaps the busy
nature of Gtzzi racer tanks like those
fitted to the 1948250ccAlbatros or the
Dondolino 500 of the earlv fifties. Anvway, I like it.
The application of the original Guzzi
Iogo on this tank was unquestionably
correct in my opinion. In my eyes,those
bas-relief badges so beloved of the car
industry and the Japanesehave no place
-state
on a motorcycle. In their purest
motorcycles are motorised bicycles, and
should retain their affinitv to this functional form. Bicycles use transfers and
lacquer to proclaim their origin, and so
should motorrycles.
Guzzi's pushrod V-twin engine started
life in 1960,and has been devèlopedinto
the aggressiveyet reliable unit that has
powered all the factory's big bikes since
the demiseof the Nuovo Falconeinl976.
My engine remains standard apart from
the race cam and widened exhaust and
intake ports to take the Imola pipes and
40mm carburettors. The différénce to
performance, aided by Lucas Rita ignition, is stunning. There remains the
steam-engine torque so distinctive in
these big V-twins, but added is a top end
of sheer roaring gallop that just sings
Italy.
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Pahick Uden felt in the Le Mans a ghost of the Falcone's heavy-flywheel motor.
Over f120 worth of Aeroquip hosing
keeps all the oil in the engine at these
speeds, something that wasn't possible
with the original rubber tubes that
sweatedoil at the first sight of an ignition
key. These steel-braidedhoses'do the
same for the brakes, and contribute to
the appearanceof the machineby reflecting light rather than absorbingit, as the
original fat, black tubes did.
Presumably the rudimentary baffle
screwed onto the end of the Imola
exhaustsystemis intended to do a similar
job to the Brooklands can by offering
scrutineersa silencer in all but function.
These pipes make a rather pleasantbellow most of the time, but when the
engine is 'on cam' or the oveÍïun a
distinctive crackle and whistle revealsthe
Le Mans' racer heritage. To look at, the
pipes might be homemade(perhapsthey
are in Italy). The seams are crudely
brazed, but the fit is snug. The whole
effect is one of rough-edgedsophistication, which counterbalancesthe trim perfection of the Marzocchi rear suspension
units and the dull castingof the final drive
rather well.
Recently the Japanesehave caught on
to the aesthetic appeal of aluminium
footpeg assemblies,but to my mind they
have once again prostituted a good detail
and turned it into a cheapgimmick. Their
units often do no moie- than hide an
appalling junction of tubes and gussets,
having about as much to do with function
as those pressed-tincovers that Triumph
add to Bonneville brake calipers.Before
the crash that heralded the beginning of
this crusadeto discoverthe real Le Mans,
I had already fitted the magnesiumfootrest bracketsand alloy pegsseenin the
photos. I'd bought them in Milan when
on business,but they were destroyedin
the crash.
To my surprise, Bernie's Spares and
Repairshad them at the motorcycleshow
at the samepricethat I'd paid in Italy. By
using the footpeg ends from my original
set I was able to make an occasional
(very) set of pillion pegs and fix the
exhaust pipes at the same time. This
formed a neat solution. and maintaineda
constantstyle throughout the bottom half
of the machine.
On most of the aluminium components

I applied paint stripper to remove yet
more matt-black pàint. This paint obviously performed a weatherproofing role,
but disguised the true beauty of the
castings, the best being the rear brake
plate, which had really super cast-inribs
for strength and lightness.I did the same
to the footpeg bracket and to the fork
yokes. Now only the frame is black - as
it should be.
No doubt someonowill seemy modificationsto the Le Mans as the destruction
of a classic,but I will haveto disagree.In
my view, elements of industrial design
often get lost in fashion,and this is clearly
different from fashion high-lighting
industrial design. The demands of
rational production methods and
economyof materialswill inevitably lead
to the demiseof man'sinter-reactionwith
the machines he builds. At Mandello
today, Guzzisare still built by hand, or at
least the men that make them canseethe
finished machines not a stone's throw
from where the componentscome in. It's
a production line of sorts.
More important is the pressure on
companieslike Moto Gtlzzito make their
machineslook as though they were made
by machines, even when they are not.
They are constantly amending their
designsto fall into line with the big boys.
They sometimesforget that theyhavethe
greatest attribute of the lot, and that it
still lives in their machines.tucked awav
under the paint and pin-stripes, sharp
styling and gilded names. It's called
l'epoca,and the Germans,the British and
the Japanesenever had it.
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